
 
 
Mechanical Royalties coming from US downloads in Europe 
 
The Management Committee held in Paris on 3 December 2015 was informed that some mechanical royalties 
have been paid to record producers following the exploitation of musical works in US downloads. Some European 
record labels confirmed that they had obtained statutory remunerations from iTunes for the mechanical rights 
related to lyrics and compositions in their sound recordings that were sold in the US. In this regard, the 
Management Committee decided that all European societies should contact local record producers on this 
matter. 
 
In the US it is customary for record labels to not only license the rights related to sound recordings to digital 
platforms such as iTunes, but also the mechanical rights related to the musical compositions and lyrics embodied 
in those sound recordings used in the US. The US compulsory licensing system - reflected in section 115 of the 
US Copyright Act - allows this practice under certain conditions making the authors and composers dependent 
on the record labels to provide them with the appropriate remuneration for the use of their work. 
 
The compulsory system does not apply in Europe. Whereas the US record labels and distributors are equipped 
to deal with the administration of mechanicals to right holders directly, this is not the case in Europe where 
record labels and distributors rely on collecting societies to perform that role. 
 
Record labels do not have sufficient copyright data to correctly distribute the remunerations for US downloads 
to the right holders, and the local society can only collect from labels and distributors the rights for its own 
members as the representation contracts do not cover mechanicals from US downloads. 
 
Therefore, in order to enable BIEM member Societies to receive the royalties due to their members, each society 
is allowed to collect on a non-exclusive basis from the labels in its territory of operation the mechanical rights 
that the labels have collected from digital service providers in the US and that each society will send the rights 
due to the members of each of her sister society to that sister society under the conditions set forth in the 
representation agreement between them. 
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